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Panhellenic Dance ;
To Be Held Friday
At Pleasanton
The finishing touches are being
put on the plans for the annual
Panhellenic dance to be held Fri.
day e ening. This scars affair %ill
be held at CastIc000d country
Club. Castlewood Country Club is
located in Pleasanton and has been
the site of several other S.IS
(1..nees including lite Panhellenic
and Junior Prom last year.
The dance, which orginated at
SJS in the arly 1950’s, will be
semi-formal and is scheduled from
9 to 1 pin , according to Jeanne
Gibbs, panhellenic social chairman.
Kenny McCall’s hand will provide
the music for the members of the
Panhellenic organization and their
dates.
Bids were distributed earlier this
week at the regular meeting of
the Panhellenic Council and have
been on sale at the various sorority
houses. Today is the last day for
bid purchases. All money from hid
sales must be turned in at the
Delta Zeta House between 5-6 p.m.,
said Rosemarie Pedone, bids chairman.
Patrons and Patronesses for the
affair were announced recently and
will include Dr. and Mrs. John T.
Wahlquist, Miss Helen Dimmick,
Miss Delta Pritchard, Dr. and Mrs.
Losyell Walter and Dr. and Mrs.
Stanley C. Benz.
Committee chairmen working under the guidance of Miss Gibbs in.
elude Rosemarie Pedone and Carole tuby, bids; Barbara Arthur
and Kay von Tillow, chaperones:
Phyllis Meyers and Jody Lacher,
publicity and Barbara Clement.
dance site.
---_-----
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The Student Council approved a request y the International Relations Club for $1525 subject to the okay of the Board of Control
at its meeting yesterday afternoon in the Student Union.
IRC President Barbara Anderson appeared before the council and
.isiscit for the money, a large portion of which will be used to and
- -- 20 delagates to the Model United
at Oregon State College.
According to Miss Anderson, the
1R(’ failed to make a regular request earlier in the year because cxA nvo credential in the teaching says that SJS is in the process of
penses for several planned conof eseeptional children is being ’ hiring seven or eight additional
ferences were not available.
offered next fall, according to Dr. teachers to come into the college
After a minimum of debate, the
Fred F. Ilareleread. dean of in spring semester. Biting of these
Council passed Al Behr’s motion
teachers has been budgeted for in
approving
the request. If the Board
At present, the Education Di- the eVent that increased enrollof Control should not approve the
vision, the Psychology Division and ment would justify the hiring
Councirs
recommendation. the
the Speech Arts Department are Dean Hareleroad claims that enMI, Pat Moore,. campus repreworking out revisions necessary rollment at S.IS has more than !tentative of Mademoiselle maga- group could still overrule the
for their coniribtations to the cre- justified the hiring of these ad rine, spoke to approximately 75 Board by a two-third margin.
, The group also voted to amend
dential.
ditional teachers.
women at yesterday’s AWS tea.
the Revelries Board by-laws to alTwo majors wig be offered on
’
MIAs Moores. a 1955 graduate of low 18 members on the board inder the credential according, to
Texas
State
College
for
Women.
stead of the 12 called for. The
Dean Ilarcleruad. They mill he
told of three contests which any Public Relations Committee will atteaching of the mentally retarded
girl may enter provided she Is tempt to have a Post Office placed
and .peech correction for t he hard ,
regularly enrolled in college. and on campus for use by the students
of hearing. Both majors uill rehas not reached her 26th birthdas. according to committee chairman
quire basic coursea in the guidance r
I A girl who wishes to enter the Jerry McCarthy. Ile also reported
and education of exceptional chil’College Board Contest may submit -on the progress of his group in
dren
I an entry from any of the following trying to publish the annual stuIncluded in the basic courses for
i fields: fashion and merchandising. dent directory.
the new credential will be train.
art, writing, and promotion and adThe Council also approved a suging in the teaching of blind, deaf,
, vert ising.
gestion by ASB president Don Hubi-erebral palsied and other excep’ In addition to the College Board bard that any request to come betion:II children.
Contest. Mademoiselle offers a col- fore the board must be subniitted
A new man will Jie hired for the
lieu program. 1Øan Harcleroad
loge fiction contest in ehich two to the Student Body office in the
_
.vanners will receive $500 each for Student Union before 5 p.m. on
serial rights to their stories in the Monday prior In the regular
Mademoiselle.
Wednesday meeting (it the Council.
_ .
_ _
Entries mull bo postmarked by
March 15, 1958: ’Judges for the
SHOWN ABOVE Is one of the acts that will appear In tonight’s
contest will be Mademoiselle editorsh.
Stanford rally. The Indian tnaiden is Babble D’Amico (Strain-inThe third contest is in the field
the-Face) . l’cesing in the background for picture purposes but
of
art. The two winces of this
not actually taking the parts in the rally are Jim Housnton (Chief
competition will illustrate the two
EVA, Oct. 26 1. P I-- United
Kemosabel and Gary Waller (Drofnatat.
photo by Dow ’
winning College Fiction Contest
States Secretary of State John
TOM BASS
- - stories and will receive $5(Xli each
Foster Dulles arrived here today in
Returns Home
for publication of their work.
New Vistas in Tool Engineera mood of conciliation for the big
Contestants must submit enough ing- is the subject of a two-day
four foreign ministers meeting..
work to show their ability and ’conference to be held at SJS Nov.
Vi’e will seek the necessary conwinners will be announced in the ’4 and 5 by the Golden Gate Chapciliation to achieve the constructive
1938 August College issue of the ter No 28 and the Santa Clara
Every year the cry goes out. Are
elements of a just and durable
magazine.
W( going to get dormitories?" The
I ’alley Chapter No. 98 of the Amerpeace." he said.
"This is a game of talent not ican Society of Tool Engineers.
answer to this entreating wail of
Dulles arrived from Paris where
chance; if y-ou are a Mademoiselle ; The sessions of the "on campus"
the student masses seems to some
The Stanford ra II y I II In held The featured act of the evening he had met with the Foreign Min, unifier you may move in any di- conference, which is part of the
to be a resounding "Uh. I don’t tonight at 8 o’clock in Morris will he an eight-piece combo corn- isters of France, Britain and Israel
rection." stated Miss Moores.
national educational activity of the
know."
Dailey Auditorium. Since it is the posed of local musicians. The to prepare for the Big Four meet- Tiiii Bass, one of two polio
Further information concerning society of tool engineers, will be
last State sponsored rally, the combo has its own vocalist. Their ing and discuss the growing crisis stricken San Jose State football the contests may he obtained at the held in the lecture hall of the new
Actually, according to Grant C. Rally Committee intends to use names and numbers they will play hi the Middle East.
players, has been forced to drop
meeting Wednesday Nov. 7, Engineering Building.
Burton, executive dean at SJS, pro- "as much school talent as possible," are being kept a der’: secret until ’ Dulles ni a d e his statement out of school because of his illness AVVS
Roam 117. at 430 p.m according ’ Similar sessions are being hetet at
gress toward procuring dormitories according to Jim Ilouston, enter- they appear in the rally. The Rally shortly after arriving at Cointrin and has gone to his home in San in
to Ann Dutton. president.
colleges and universities in other
for SJS has never been stopped tainment chairman.
Committee also plans to offer a few Airport at 6:05 p.m. (1:05 p.m. Bernardino where he is conveleseParts of the country, sponsored by
cold. It seems that although were The offical rally title is "Kemo- more surprises.
EDT). Ile already had been pre- ing.
many chapters of the society,
moving slowly at least we’re movceded
here
by
Soviet
Foreign
Minabout
his
reSon
of
Drofnats"
(that’s
I
Early
optimism
sabe.
which has a membership of 30.000
ing.
ister V. M. Molotov and British covery appears to have diaapStanford spelled backwards). John
Carl F. Kaiser, associate proForeign Secretary Harold Macmil.peared. and he is still somewhat
Dean Burton says, "It is hoped Vaughn, exchange student from
f essor of engineering at SJS a nd
lan. French Foreign Minister An- bothered by stiffness in his right
that the next legislature will fund 1Greece, will play Chief Kemesabe.
second
vice chairman of Chapter
toine Pinny wasate route by train
aceerdlist-te college officials.
dormitories for three state colleges JIM Curriutt will play the part. of
96, will-Pt a$ conference chairfor tomorrow’s opening session.
at
Jo:4Foreign
students
San
oho already have their cafeterias the medicine man.
Before he returned home. howman. The opening address and act
The Western delegates, in a
State have been taking an active
finided and In progress. State’s Bobbie D’Amico as the chief’s
series of last-minute conferences in ever, he witnessed the San Jose- part in celebrating the 10th come at 8.30 a.m Friday will he
Strain-in-the-Face,
will
cafeteria is in the budget drawing daughter.
of Pacific game Saturdas’
delivered by Dr. Ralph .1. Smith.
’I he excitement of the past Paris, had searched for a new cold Collegefrom
a uheelehair. Bass, a anniversary of the founding of the
stage for funding by the next dance a hip (hep) version of "In- Homecoming weekend will he re- oar settlement.
Engineering
On arrival. Molotov night
session of legislature."
dian Love Call" and sing "Pass lived again tonight, when the re- said Russia is "inspired
20-year-old junior, was first string United Nations.
Department
"111"e
by a sin- guard before he was stricken with
Two SJS students will speak to
That Peace Pipe."
This of course would let 5.15 The Jazzberries, a vocal novelty corded highlights of the weekend cere desire to end the cold war." the disease after the second game " members of two organizations to
Macmillan said that he trusted
out of the three college experiment trio that play uke, guitar and tub will he heard at 9:05 over station
;day. Miss Hamida Becker, an ed
the Big Four’s "work will he fruit- of the season.
discussed by the legislature mem- base, will play and sing "Margie," KEEN.
ucation major from Germany. will
Meanwhile,
Toni
Ryan,
Spartan
in the cause of peace and the
bers.
be the guest speaker of the Los
Tomorrow is the last day for
"Caravan" and "Mamma Don’t Al- Students from the Radio-TV ful
tackle
and
roommate
of
Bass.
has
settlement
of the many difficult
Guild attended all of the HomeGatos Chapter of the POE. The seniors to sign up for pictures
nearly
recovered
from
his
ailment
Dean Burton continued, "If the
problems
that
beset
members of the Hester I,ions Club in the la Torre. sign ups ate
te sophomore girls from Sun- coming events with "tape recorder Then Dulles arrivedEurope."
pilot project of the three colleges lose’i’V
to note that and isthack in school again. Ryan, will hear Farukh Rafaty. from Iran. being taken in the la Torre Of
in hand," and took down one half
6 ft. 1-205 pounder from Fresno, who is
proves successful, it is hoped that nyvale. known as the Rope Climb"the
spirit
of
Geneva
has
tape,
which
depicts
the
become
a freshman medical techno- fire. Room .19, according io
will sing "A Thousand Stars" mile of
S.’S will be given dormitories upon ers.
with the hopes of all the came down with polio 10 days logist major, who will speak on Gaendolsn
Base.
and "Are You Mine?" These are weekend spirit, according to Frank identical
after Bass suffered his attack.
completion of its cafeteria.
world."
T.
McCann,
assistant
professor
of
’
Iran
and
the United Nation.s.
Schedule of picture taking is
the girls that were featured with
Dully:
was
accompanitd
by
a
speech.
The
students
are
now
seTomorrow
three
members
of
the
’
as
follows:
Ott. 2748. natural
The pilot project will Wn. Spike Jones at the Santa Clara
International students Organiza- science; Oct. 31. physical educathe host of American officials, ’winddoubtedly be of wide interest be- County Fair. They were known as lecting the best material fromhour
ing Secretary of Defense Charles
tape,
to
fit
into
the
half
tion
of
Sail
Jose
State.
will
speak
time.
lion
and
recreation;
that
standard
the
U-Kettes
at
that
Nov. I, po.
cause it can prove
E. Wilson and Charles E. Bohlen,
at special assemblies at the Los lice; Nov 2. philosophy and psleunits with minor modifications will Arlene Phillips and Marlene Tip radio show.
Ambassador
To
The
Soviet
Gatos Union High
Like. the campus feature ma
- (+ohms.; Nov. 3-4. social wiener:
Provide inexpensive and much Ion will present another panto. The program will cover the bon- Union,
Speaking will he Miss Ilisayo Nov. 7, general majors; Nov.
gazine, W ILI. he on Sale on cam
needed student housing for state mine and Ito Wauer will sing and fire rally, the Homecoming paKawahare,
a
sophomore
journalism
rade and the COP football game.
pus Friday according to William
master degree candidates; Nov.
play his guitar.
colleges."
; major from Japan, Nasser Taves- I le, physical eduealion; Nov. II,
Mendel, editor of 1.yke.
junior majoring jn business aeronautics; Nov. 17. late photos,
soli,
a
The maxatine has an academic
UNITED PRESS ROUNDUP
theme; it contains 60 pages, pic- administration, and Peter Chung, a
torials and stories uhich are of junior business administration macampus interest. The cost of the jor from Pyong Yang, which is the
capital of North Kotra. The thmagazine is 23 cents.
of faculty fie,
A
will wear the respective costtemy
is
one
"Lyke, in
opinion
, space will he I he main topic ol
of their countries and will be I,
Of
the
top
campus
magazines
in
I discussion at the Faculty Count-it
hired at the assemblies.
the
nation,"
says
Mendel.
Meeting to he held today at 3:30
Monday three ’WS stud.
philantropic project for the
Mendel sass that this Issue IS spoke to members of the San Jo-,
p m in the Speech and Drama
sly-formed Junior Panhellenic
Building. Room 120, according to much better than any of the past Kiwania. Mrs. Nirelle Galson. fresh- Council
was decided upon at the
Issue of
kr.
Dr William E. Gould, president.
man art major from Israel, spoke ;recent meeting a the
group. which
SAIGON, Indochina, Oct. 26, said Ow officers all assigned to city of their food and oater made Dean C. Grant Burton will be
on Israel and the UN.
was held at the Delta Zeta Sorority
present at the meeting to discio,(UP) President Ngo Dinh Diem the West Los Angeles Station, have it a "harrowing experience.house.
n
officially proclaimed formation of resigned. About $3.000 in property I The couple, marled Oct. 6 at Ithe matter of office space.
N were also begun on All
’their home town of Wellston. 0.,
the Viet Nam Republic at noon was involved, he said.
Pledge Tea to be sponsored by
The men are Charles F. Brock, !crash-landed on the reef Sunday
today, ending centuries of royal
the Junior Panhellenic Council.
rule, to the thunder of a 21-gun L. M. Friday, Charles 11. Farnell, . afternoon of a flight to Key West
Member* of the Council arc
Elmer .1. Balsters and F. C. Gross- from Ilavanna, Cuba. They were
salute.
Claudette afarguie and Donna Homan. Parker said they would he sighted by a search plane ,estergan. Alpha (’hi Omega; Lena MuThousands of Viet Namese resi- handled "like any other criminal day.
A certain kind of day is need(
wtti and Nancy Heel. Alpha ()midents streamed into Saigon from and prosecuted vigorously.’
’ JET AIRLINERS ORDERED
this
little
rhyme
To make
cro,’ Pi: Suzanne Slater and Ann
the outlying rice country for the
said the officers, all
CHICAGO, Oct. 26.
(UP)The
Chief
Happy
tydings
piece
that’s
p
ni
’A Midsummer Night’s Dream.’ office Is open from 1 to 4
Miller, Alpha Phi: Kay Rieder and
ceremony that marked the main with six or seven years’ service. United Air Lines has ordered 30
heeded
with its two charming worlds of daily. General admission is $1. Carol Honshu, Chi Omega; Debbie
milestone in Diem’s determined were suspected of involvement with /et airliners which it says will
To
say
that
now,
this
time
one’fancy
and
reality.
opened
again
students
50
cents.
Dcutermann and Marilyn Newbern,
fight to Win inclemency for this
other burglaries.
Articles re- whisk passengers from New York
There’s big rain in sight
last night. to finish off the last I
Delta Gamma; Jacky
time French colony.
and
covered included camera equip- to Los Angeles in fotrr and a half
Big rain in air
f
week of the six day run.
Andra Berger, Delta Zeta: Kay
hours and from New York to Chi
The crowds, moving in trucks ment, lawn mowers and tires.
Please don’t make a fight
Wandamaker
and
Bettyjoan
Scott,
In the Sept. 19 seed company cago in 90 minutes. ’
The revolving stage is utilized
and on foot. massed in the center
Crawl snug into your lair
A UAL announcement last night Rut alas this little rhyme must say in the production settings, which
of the city to hoar Diem read burglary. Parker said, Friday
C/ nnlaPhi."etaNaneliienderP(
andIymiIIoizel. Kappa
give the illusion of being in fairyhis proelamalion from the balcony gained entry through a skylight said the jet service between prinThe %%rather’s the same as
Alpha Theta; Joan Sbervey and
land. The sets were designed by
of Independence Palace, the one and let in three other officers. cipal American eilites will start
yesterday
Penne Mencnahen, Kappa Kappa
J Wendell .1ohnson. and th .
time residence of the French go Grossman. a vice squad officer, by November. 1959. They will be
A mile more aindier it seems
Gamma: and Mary Rigishauser. anti
tunics were designed by Mr
was accused of the June 2 camera the first jet flights on U.S. domes
vernors.
know ,,,-al’t fill our
This,
I
Dale Falk. Sigma Kappa Panhelto
store
robbery.
airlines.
the
UAL
said
twice
Prisk.
dreams
"I solemnly proclaim the State
lenic adviser to the group is EarMARITIME
STRIKE
The
Speech
and
Drama
pro-Inc
OVER
Republic
of Viet Nam Is now a
No dangers from a bursting dam
line Cousins of Chi Omega.
0%ER
is under the direction of John
IIIONEVMOON
SAN
FRANCISCO.
Oct.
26.
(UP)
(ion
the
will
of
the
Viet
Nam
following
Sorry but that’s the facts MaM
MIAMI, Oct. 26 (Ur)--A honey- West Coast shipowners and the
R. Kerr Student stage manager
expressed in the vote of Oct. 23,"
mooning couple joked bravely to- .aFf, Marine Firemen today setis Nancy Stephens,
Diem said.
dot about their fears of thirst and tled a dispute that had tied up 10
the
residents
The Shakespearean play tells the
In that referendum
two-day sur- ’ships, including the tour ship Luis
starvation
during
a
story of four lovers who become
of this Indochina state voted over ’ vival ordeal on a tiny reef in the line, in the port of San Francisco.
whelmingly to end the long reign Florida Straits where their Small
The Social Affairs Committee lost in a wood. In the wood, they
Jon
In announcing the settelement.
bees= the brunt of the jokes of
of absentee Emperor Ban Dal the plane had crash-landed
t.irv
at’re elected to the offices
Federal Conciliator George Hillen- 1/ill postpone its regular meet- Puck, the mischievous elf of fairyplayboy head of state who spent
ing
tonight
amirding
to
Jack
of
chairman
and
vice
chairman
Joe K. Richards. 32. and his brand said negotiations returned
of
land. who mixes so their romances.
his lime on the French Riviera.
the Spartan Shop Board during
19-year old bride. Laura. %%ere a $25 a mpnth increase for the ?sire, chairman of the committee. since the stanford rails is Also in the wood they encounter
DUM.DE-DUM-DVal
the meeting of the board hod
plucked from the narow. barren firemen.
the Rashes. and the fairies.
yesterday afternoon at 3:30.
Ile also said ’that one of the an important one, and the Social
105 ANGELES, Ocl. 26 (111’1-- reef known as North Elbow (ay
Affairs Committee has plenty of
Most of the humor in the fantasy I
William Felse. student affairs
arrested
chief
police
officers
were
hs
a
Coast
Guard
Cutter
and
side
issues
of
the
dispute
Five
%internist.
is portrayed by the rustics, headed’
business manager. acted as chairwhich bekan last Friday was re- time to prepare for
today and booked on burglars- breught to Miami last night.
2.
Tsler
said
the
meeting
Kenneth
Bugg
as
Bottom.
by
man for the elettion due t3 the
Richards, an atomic engineer solved when member,’ of the AFL March
charges in connection with the robuntill next
I absence of chairman Dr. Milburn
Tickets are still asailable in the
herie.s of a camera store and a from Portsmouth, 0.. said that al- ararine Cooks and Stewards Union %mild be put off
seek.
SYLVIA
CIRONE
D. Wright. who is on sabbatical
College Theater box office for
seed company in West Los Angeles. though they never lost hope of agreed to :continue making up the
. . . titainiu
leave.
every night except -Friday. The box
Police Chief William II. l’arker rescue the cold nights and sear. honks of the firemen.
floƒ-

College To Offer New
!Nations
Teaching Credential Ma
Magazine Contest
of Mademoiselle
,To Offer Prizes

The Cry GoesAre
We Going To Get
Some Dormitories? Last SJS On-Campus

John Dulles Arrives
In Geneva for Big
Four Conference

Tool Engineers Set
Nov. 4, 5 As Dates
For Campus Confab

’

Tom Bass Drops
Out of College Life
Because of Illness

Rally Held Tonight

-

Students Take Part
In UN Anniversary

Homecoming Events
To Be Aired Tonight

Senior Pictures

Lyke To Go on Sale

Viet Nam Now a Republic*
Ends Years of Royal Rule

Offices of Faculty
To Be Discussed

Weatherman Gives
’The Facts Mom’

No SAC Meeting

unior Panhellenic
Schedules Project

Shakespearean Play
In Last Week of Run

Heath, Girvin Get
Bookstore Posts

’1

tlet. 97, 10r.

I VARIAN DAILY

Where’s The $ Go?

San Jose State hos the distInctiiii.
of being tbe first "Abate to have
eurricoluni for pallet. major,.
even tboueh st present there are s
Wait a minute, though. Before you go through the number of other schools Winch
ha% e followed suit and established
ceiling at Student Court, who allocated the money, give Wise training.
for.
moment’s
consideration
to
what
the
money
is
a
In ircte the porice school wa.,
A good portion of the funds will go toward sending started by twit men of different
some 20 SJS delegates to the Model United Nations in occupations who had the ingenious
Corvallis this year. Expenses include board, tuition in the idea of giving tht Policemen the
opportunity of :mg UiEl 0g an intfour day event, and travel.
stripatiompl status equivalent to
Why should Student Council pay for this junket, which any other coltexiate carver level.
These No men. were
T ,W.
has all the earmarks of a really good time for all? In the
ktacQuarrie, president ot SJS at
first place, the Model U.N. isn’t just a party time for the time. and August Vollmer,
those who attend. Delegates chosen Npend three months Chief of Police at Berktdey,
work in preparation for the event.
Undoubtedly Dr. Mat Quarrie
SJS has been participating in the. U N. for five years and Chief Vollmer must have had
and has steadily built up its reputation to stand on a Iii prove to the men around them
that the school would create a polevel with Stanford, Cal, UCLA and USC. Besides the
lice force of high caliber. Without
prestige and publicity for the school, the session pro- a doubt the school has proven itvides invaluable training for those who attend. The dele- self. A San Jcse State police graduate is svelcome on any police
gates who took part in last year’s conference at San
(ores..
Francisco State came away not only with a good perOn Dec. 7, 1941 there were 73
formance to their credit, but also experience and know,
students in the police school. One
ILKJae to be gained nowhere else.
month later there were less than
For these reasons, we wish to commend the Student 35 students enrolled for courses
Council for its favorable stand, and urge the Board of in that department. When graduation came around in 1942. only
Control, which must aporove Council’s move, to vote four men %stalked up to the plata resounding ’Yes for IRC.
form to receive their degrces as
police graduates.
Money, money, who s got the money? Right now, Inhas guile a 1,.1
ternatr,:rnal

of it come

$ i;oo.

For this reason the school was
closed during the war years. It
was reopened in the fall of 1946
when a wave of returning veterans showed a desire to enroll onot.
again, in the police school.
Canterbury Club will meet to- Interested in joining are asked to
The additional course of study
night in the Student Y at 7 o’clock see Dr. Edgar Hornig, the group’s designated as Penology became
Dr. Robert Potterson will speak adviser.
part of the curriculum. This proon "Tossing Out Your Religion.Physics Society will meet today gram was for the purpose of speCollegiate Christian Fellowship in Room 216 at 1:30 p.m. A talk cific training of persons interested
will meet tomorrow at 12:30 p.T11 will be given on the various types -in positions in the custodial and
in Room 155 of the Educatioo of stars. All persons interested are correctional fields. dealing priBuilding. The Rev. H. S. Clingen, invited to attend.
marily with minimum or maximum
former missionary to Indo-China
Tau Delta 1Phi will hold their security offenders. probation. paand Philippines, and now pastor first smoker for prospective mem- role, rehabilitation, juvenile offiof Neighborhood Church will be bers tonight at 7:30 o’clock in the cers, and delinquency in general.
the guest speaker. Rev. Clingen IES Hall. 27th and Santa Clara
The latest major change in the
will speak on The Tasks and Hin- streets. Any male student who has Police School came about in June.
drances of World Missionaries." a 3.0 grade point average (13) or 1953, when the announcement
COTA will meet today in E118 better for at least 30 semester was made that women would be
at 3:30 pm Refreshments will he units. and did not receive an in- allowed to enroll for police courses
served.
vitation is urged to attend the for the fall quarter of 1953. The
Phi Alpha Theta. history honors smoker.
new venture is being backed by
:try society, will hold a reception, Wesley Foundation will hold a the California Police Women’s
in the Student Union today from Halloween costume pary, "The Assn. and promises to bring forth
3 to 5 p.m. Old and new members Mad Cat Ball" tomorrow night at quite a new experience for a deWill meet the faculty of the So- 8 o’clock in the First Methodist partment heretofore made up excial Science Department. The Church. All students are Invited clusively of men.

cTsc
endow.

’Let’s Face It, Boys’

ing your pass. your ASB card and
your ticket. You will learn to
climb walls and break in windows.
Watch your muscles grow! And,
if you think this is fun, wait until
the basketball sea.son’ Oh, you’ll
laugh!
However, if you must be dull. if
you insist on seeing the game like
an adult, if you are, in short, a
"fan"try
going out for the
team, or graduate and become an
alumnus, or come over to my home
and listen to the game with my
wife and me. Live dangerously.
C’emplain. Good luck!
PETE WORDAN
1.
ASH 8.,68

i.st and Parry:
A crying towel is in order for
Bob Bronzan and the San Jose
State College football team, who
now have the audacity to blame
the referees and charge College of
Pacific players with "dirty football" to cover up for the ineptitude of the Spartan team last Saturday night.
Let’s face it boys, we were
beaten by a better team.
It would seem that winning has
become so important at the college to some people that they
can’t stand to lose. Why not face
it like men and not stoop to making excuses. A wining season is
not worth sacrificing the college’s
honor.
Dear Thrust and Parry:
Most observers at the game THE SPARTAN RALLY SONG
didn’t believe the referees or 0 Spartans bold like those of old
COP’s alleged "dirty tactics" were Let courage be your stay
the reason our team lost. These Fight for the right with all your
people feel State was lucky the , might
score was not larger.
And win for San Jose
Every time one looked, we had And win for San Jose
our backs to the wall. A team And win for San Jose
doesn’t win if it is confined within Fight for the right with all your
its own 10 yard line most of the
might
game. COP played good, tough And win for San Jolt-,
football, and it U too bad the
Spartans can’t give credit where The challenge comes with roll of
credit is due.
drums
ASI3 5072
The bugle sounds the call
Now forward go till every foe
Is driven to the wall
Is driven to the wall
Dear Thrust arid Parry:
Is driven to the Wall
In answer to Gary Butler’s let- Now forward go till every foe
ter:
Is driven to the wall
Mr. Butler, you have missed the
point. Higher education is de- Who seeks to stay your march
signed to prepare you for the
today
rough, tough outside world. At Must grovel in defeat
San Jose State this progressive For San Jose is on the way
theory is extended into extra-( sr- The Spartans don’t retreat
ricular events as well as academic The Spartans don’t retreat
events.
The Spartans don’t retreat
Our athletic events are particu- For San Jose is on the way
larly well suited for this "train- The Spartans don’t retreat
ing " You should receive your
MIAs
unhappy experience with great
joy. You have taken lesson No. 1
and passed By the time you leave
our "Ivy covered halls" you will Dear T
and Parry:
be prepared for anything.
As usual there la always one in
In answer to your question, the crowd who reads an article.
"Does this happen every year?" picks out one paragraph or sencertainly not’ It’s always different’ tence which possibly offends him.
In time you will discover the fun and writes a reply. Mr Scott, ASTI
and pleasure to he had from these 1044, said in his article "But please
eontests You will revel in show- remember there are adults at this

0 Spartans Bold of Old

Watch Muscles Grow!

Always

SJS Police Curriculu
Has Psychology Minor

SJS rirst College

Offering Curricula
For Peace Officers

EDITORIAL

in Crowd

Institution aLso." This is not news
to me, sir, and I hope One day
you may join our ranks. But before you qualify I’m afraid you
must learn to understand what
you read.
My article regarding the Greeks
running this and other schools was
not dedicated to the social minded,
but to those individuals who take
their time and effort to represent
the student body in student government and as class representatives on councits. etc.
I’m glad, Mr. Scott, you are regponsible to some agency because
after reading your invalid article,
1 Nvonder if you should be allowed
to run loose around a college
campus and its class rooms.
DON ANSEL, ASII 8634

Girls Just Don’t Have It
Dear Thrust and Parry:
A sorry thing about the COPSJS game was the showing of the
Spartan rooting section and cheerleaders. The yells were fine until the team was behind and the
student body and cheerleaders forgot how to yell.
It might dawn on our "rah rah"
boys that good cheerleaders are
noticed as a good bunch when
they can keep the cheers up when
their team Ls losing ground or is
behind.
Let’s face it, when we were losing, the cheerleaders only led a
few yells arid then these were
greeted with dull response front
the students in the section.
Why can’t San Jose State students t’hei’r like their counterparts
up at California and Stanford?
There seems to be plenty of support for the teams at those two
schools win or lose.
I believe there are two solutions
to the problem. IInstall an all
men’s rooting section. The girls
don’t have it, and a man will be
more inclined to let himself go and
yell if Mary isn’t hanging on his
arm

2Let’s play day football games
I know we can’t make any money
this way, but I always’ thought
football W3s for the students. It
seems certain officials in the P.E
Department have lost sight of this
objective in their attempt to push
SOS into the "big time "
ASS J11/2

Ilty NEIL DAN11.114:
The corriculum for polies. students is one of the most versatile and
oderesting of any dopartment Hi any school.
The students are required to have a Minor in psychelogy. Professor Willard Schmidt stated that 50 per cent of a pont-emotes job
potivenuet must lentil
consists t.f dealing with pc,iple, and II WIVI.
os much as possible on how a per- ,
....in feels, :tete and thinks.
The Police Department
their students to enroll in !Mill
courses as acting, physics, anat,
my. sociology, report writing. literatOre, ural expression and he
must have a better than average
knowledOe of typing and photeoraphy. TIM; versality of courses
gives hint the ability to handle
the many different situations he
may encounter when he goes out
or the job.
Also included in the curriculum
is a ont. year participation in field
work for which the student receives four units. There he must
ork a minimum of 90 hours for
WILLARD E. SCHMIDT
I ach semester. In this field work,
. Police Deportment if
the student partrerpates in all
phases of work including foot tertrot. car patrol and the records
THESE POLICE aludents Are not making reference to the term
department.
"Flat foot." but thts are debating on the subject of nhIch pair
One of the latest phases of os
01 %hoes ean Pound the heat for the longest period of time. The
lice work which has been receivpollerwOrsten nould not I’ ede to the holders of the larger
ing a greater Interest Is crime
-hoofs." Abm c are Catherine irurieh. Carlo.: Eckert. Karen SodThe votive Derso orient is losidrelieve and James I or! lel
photo
yrevention Until 1922. crime de- ed by Willard E. Schmidt. proStelnreich
tection nod apprehension were the fessor of pollee, who started his
only phases followed by law en- career in the department in 1946.
forcement ageneies. But the fact Schmidt received his B.V.A. from
that crime could be prevented be- SJS in 1945. Ile has held many
fore it eXe11 started resulted from jobs in the police field both teachthe growth of knowledge within ing and field work.
the professional police department
Schmidt was a member of the
Walter Yates is the new student Following the captain are the lieu- . as men with college background
chief of the police school, and he tenants in charge of records, per- joined the force. A college grad- Berkeley Police Dtpartment front
1927-38 and held many positions
and his subordinates decide most sonnet, placement and hasion. Four . uate has the training
to act with in that organioation, including
of the issues without the aid of sergeants are the last of the ranka
higher
degree: of Individualism.
the department officials.
lie taught poing policemen
With college training these men that of investigator.
The assistant chief of the police
lice courses at Sacramento J.C.
are
able
to
(opt:
with
almost
every
At present there are 212 stu-o
school is Roy Ilse. Next in line is
situation imaginable because they and lectured in military governthe captain who is Don Winch:. dents in police school, with a rec- are taught to do so in their classes.
ment at the Monterey Presidio.
ord number of 17 women students
enrolled as police majors for the The aforementioned versatility of Another one of his many jobs infall semester. The number of courses and the extensive back- cluded that of National Chief of
ground of psychology and socialwomen in police work is increasing
a!ty cc huh a student learns. has Internal Security at Washington.
yearly.
created the learned police officer D.C., from 1942-45.
Without a doubt Willard F.. which gave rise to the crime preAiding Schmidt is Melvin II.
Schmidt, professor of police, is a vention phase of work.
One of the new methods used Miller, assistant proftssor of poproponent to the presence of wonten in police work. "There is a to train police students consists of lice. Miller joined the SJS police
need for women in all phases of having a student flre a wax cart- staff in 1953. He graduated from
work including nurses. journalists, ridge at his own image focused the t liii versiiv of South Dakota ill
and teachers. And the police de- with a mirror. The feat is accom1938.
partment is no different. We also plished by using .a printer but
Miller received his q.A. from
have a need for women in our without powder. A pellet of wax
work. and- contrary to general is moulded instead of using lead. Stanford and also has actual fit-lit
opinion, they fit into police work The wax pellet is then inserted in experitnce as well as teaching exthe thamber of the revolver and perience. One of his many jobs in
quite well," stated Schmidt .
fired.
the field included working with
Students enrolled in the departThe student fires at his own the immigration border patrol
ment are from every part of the image in order to test his reflexes. from 1941-45.
U.S., but they also boast the en- The wax pellet Is then examined
rollment of students from other on the mirror to determine the
countries. Two students are from student’s accuracy. If the test
Germany and one each from South proves successful the students will
WALTER YATES
Africa, West Africa and Guam.
11Se a man-sized plate of glass
. . Student Police Chief
and two students will place the
One of the students, Nick Leon- glass
between them rind fire at
dents, who haiLs from South Africa, each other. Dere again the wax
Tau Delta PM men s honorary
was a member of the U.S. Armed
pelice-e-serrrohnoteetert-forserrorricy oritolastic fraternity, has estabForces betere beconin Amerilished an award of $25 phis a cerof firing.
can citizen. While at police school
At present 19 police students tificate of merit to be presented to
San Jose State College
here, he met and married Geneare working full time for the San the male student. excluding Tau
vieve Dixon, who is also a police Jose Police Department.
Entered as second class matter April
the Santa Delta Phi members, who Improves
major. The Leonderis’ were wed
Calif
,
under
24, 1934, at San Jose,
Clara County Sheriff’s Office and his grade point average the most
during the school vacation last,
the Oct of Mulch 3, 1879. Member
other nearby police departments. this semester over hls previous
summer.
Cilrfornia Newspaper Publishers AsThese students are carrying the over-all average, according to Bob
sociation.
The police school at SJS is prac- full number of college units while Ilipkiss, grand magistrate.
Published d ’,Iv by the ASSOC ƒnted
, The award will be made during
tically run by the students. They workind.
Students of Son Jose State College
Upon comphtion of school, most the latter part of February. Appublish their own quarterly reexcept Saturday and Sunday, durii,g
the college yew with one issue duhng
port. The students receive no help graduates will start as patrolmen plications for this presentation
each final examination period.
whatsoever on this work. The stu- but when promotional exmina- will be accepted February 8-17,
Telephone. Ypress 4.6414-Editor
dents also publish their own rules tions are offered these men have and should be tiddressed to Tau
ial, Ext. 210; Advertising Dept Cr?
.ind regulations manual. This man- the background and training to Delta Phi. Organization Box "T,"
211.
Student Union.
ila’ gives the incoming student in- Pass with high grades.
Subscriptions accepted Only on n
At present approximately 55 per
Applicaots must be carrying at
formation on all phases of the poremainder-of sr hoot year bas.s. In toll
cent
officers
at
the
least 12 units, and have been a
of the police
lice department, (ruin the history
tAtmester, $3, in Spr.ng semester,
of the police school to that of the San Jose Police Department are full time student at S.IS for one
11.50
year as of June, 1955.
Press of the Santo Clara Journal proptr use of each and every gar- former students of SJS.
ment and article that the police1440 Frani! n St , Santa Clara, Calif
man is required to wear.
LITTtf MAN ON CAMPUS
by Dick Bibler
Editor
The student police officer is re’mar.
ELEANOR NORRIS
quired to purchase a regulation
siGNAPIliworal
uniform.
Business Monogoe
tom_rmo,
CHIANTFIll.
Ito
Police students must wear their
.71rePrf:
Eoitor
Bob
Edmiston
News
uniforms to classes every WednesSports [doors Bob Striegel, Jim EggeH
day. This semester there are six
Jrti Lee Hunt
Sooety Edo,
women police student, wearing
Fine Aos fthot,
Mordyn Cole
uniforms. Students who do not
Copy Desk Cl !pc:
. Bill Ruffner
wear their uniforms on this re. Pete Merin!
feature Editor
quired day must submit a report
Wire Editor .
. Sol Orlando
Wdbur Sims explaining why they have net (lone
Photo Editor
Dee Bu5.l
I, hot.ƒre f door.
Day later
HIM Lal HUNT

Veteran Policemen
Teaching at SJS

Yates, Assistants Direct
Police School Projects

Honorary Group
Establishes Award

Spartan Dailv

OitictoIM

COPY mu sup
Borlanta White, Vince Perrin, Bra
bares Gollo. Iline Silveria, Torn
MutFJ/ 4.110.

NEWS STAVE
Mel Bowen, Diane Covhewl, Ned
Daniels, Jon Huston", Jews Isenberg.
John Keplinger, Carole luby. Rita
Sabol, Shelby Free, Lu Vonderembs,
frank Warren, Bob Pentzer, firnboro
Jun Hawssley
ADvfentING Staff
’Office Mun,gor. Barbara tiouse
IOW AierPoo, Eugene Bret out Bud
Burgess, Charles Earnest, John Mutt,
Jim Ciento’, Donald Davison, Clenn
Dooley, Alen Hohn, Chor!es leAt,
Mary Pot Jameson, Aron Levy, khn
Lew s Elorhevn Fischer, John Hovenrd.
POn Pr,e Joel SOfffOn CnIl Slinyre ,
Gorml hno !..I
tof01 Sm th, Terry
Sweeney. rl.,or Vrapnte. John Wag

ner Hotly Soar., and Ita.hord Passel!

New ’Plane’ Club
May Be Formed

Enthusiasm in the recent model
airplane display in the library has
brought up the possibility of the
formation of a model airplane-club,
Tom Leonard, aeronautics instructor, announced Tuesday.
According to Leonard, students
with Interest In both flying a.td
non-flying rnodeLs could find a
place in the club. Leonard added
that the Aeronautics Department
would be glad to sponsor a club
of this type.
All sturients interested in the
formation of a campus model airplane club should contact Leonard
in the Aeronautics Department before Friday, Nov 4.
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These Spartans Face Task of Stopping Injuns

SHOW SLATE
THE NEW SHOW PLACE
WITH POPUIAR PRICES
Students SO: %sill, ASII

OR%
THEM 1"
TRULY one of
lul

and

the most

bc,’

entertaining

m.,.

pictures you will ever see .
sF.E II

TODAY!

YOU HAVEN T LIVED UNTIL
YOU’VE LOVED IN ROME...
INsmAScoPIIE
MEL POWELL, LE

BOB

LIGHT,

TOM

IT

Coins
3Fountain

Si,

POWERS,

LG

JIM OUCHES

RG

JACK

PT

ADAMS

CLARENCE

WESSMAN

RF

in

the

C0l0111., DttUXI i I .1,1 144.4 /
1111110144,H1C SOUND

VOR IV:41prICE5RuS
S 103RD

JERRY RUSE

TONY TERESA, 0

C

(LIVE BULLION, LH

Tony Teresa is Doubtful
tarter Against Indians
By Jim EGGERT
Any team that loses its top quarSparta’s hop, tor an upset victerback would be in the same potory
Saturday
over
Stanford’s sition. Teresa has also been a valhated indlans literally rest on the uable
the SJS defensive
bruised back of SJS’s gridiron field
His two fourth quarter pass
general, Tony Teresa. Teresa had
Interceptions against the Indians
his back severely bruised in last last year preserved the
Spartans’
weekend’s game with COP’s "ag- 19-12 upset.
gressive" Tigers, and it is not cerTeresa has been working out
tain whether or not he will be
Ready to take over in the
event that Teresa’a injury keeps
him out of the game is Hobart
Marvin, junior quarterback from
Los Altos. Although Marvin is
Teresa’s superior as a passer.
Teresa is definitely the better
hall carrier and defensive man.
Too. Marvin has not had the experience running the team that
the senior from Salinas has had.
Without

Teresa

the

Spartans

will

fact’ an especially tough assignment Saturday on the Farm

ro

In

addition to his back injury,

Teresa is suffering also front

a

badly battered nose and severe
facial lacerations. also incurred
in the COP affair. Fullback Joe
Clin and halfback Stan Beasley.
W114, leads the Spartans in rushing yardage.
in full
nerkouts. despite their injuries.
:Ind appear to be starters in tire
Stanford tame.
!tailback Mel
Soong", twisted knee makes him
a doubtful starter against the
Indians.
Clive Bullian
probably will start in Soong’s place.

HOUSE OF PIZZA
zza 7

CY. 7-9908

las alannien Ave.
Paz , To

having troubles

as

too,
not
serious as
Bronzan’s. Five Indians have been
sidelined from practice, but at
least three are expected to be

7

ready for action Saturday.
First string end Jerry Beatie,
quarterback
Jerry
and
.
c guard
lank

have

mild

Gustafson
Fritz Fur-

eases of

but should be ready
time. Halfback

flu,

by game
and

Bill Burnet

Get

end Frank Hook suffered finger

DR. CHENNELL
154 S

Second

CV

5 7747

4 .11414.1.,

deter-

BOB BRONZAN

ANGELES, Oct.

26

(UP) 66 o -st.s Sod
half- 24 of 41. Knox

season tomorrow afternoon at 4
o’clock
against
Stanford,
Cal West Coast fans boosting
Poly. San Francisco State and back Jon Arnett of Southern CalCOP on the Stanford course. In ifornia for All-America honors

i,,,x,

BARBER SHOP
1 block away horn ( Jioratc.
between 4th & 5th
on E Santa Clara Street
FLAT TOPS!
nor Special..
Ask for Armand

or Gabe

SARATOGA
MARI INC.
"

UCI.A

Wf

’,DAV

SUMMERTIME"
Heilbuft1 In

fivc

has thrown

rt

of V.11444.
Student Rates SOc

love

touchdown passes. tots
End Roger Ramseier

Voty

TOWNE

Stanford has 14 for 154 yards.
In

John Ornalez Leads
Pentathalon Event

no

and Walt Swarthout. As of
the blue shirts. Winter’s seven top
men, are Don Hubbard, Don Berry,
Ludlow,
Weivin
Stroud,
Swarthout,
Rush.
Coming

Stockman

and

Bah

tip on Nov. 10 will he

leading scorer
total

offense %s till MIS yards gained.
and No. I both in punt and
kickoff
regal HS.
Ile is second

to Stanford

fullback

Tarr
in
rushing.
Tarr
has
gained a net of 500 yards. :16
more than Arnett.

fall

top

San

gle-wing tailback, is third in rush-

four events. Ornalez has Francisco State, COP, Cal Poly,
and Fresno State, will
totaled- 320 points, and holds a California
compete. There will be also a
slim five point margin over secspecial junior college division at
ond place Dick Hocks. The final
the invitational, Winter said.
event, the 880-yd. run. will be

ing with 452 yards and second to
Arnett in scoring with 51 points

pentathalon after the comple- nia,

including

Stanford,

tion of

held today and tomorrow. Anyone
interested io entering the pentaevents, announced
Bud Winter,

track

coach

Ornalez has posted marks of 11
flat in the 100-yd. dash, 6-I in the

Tribe Trades Doby
To Chicago Team

average

-3641.111

Wei SO.

STUDIO

followed

by

THE IMPACT AND SHOCK OF

Oregon

with 228.5, UCLA 109 and
drofnatS
186.2. Stanford’s passing

THIS

109.14

department leaders

BE

FELT

NATION
"TRIAL"
Glen Ford, 1.)..,’.4hy McGuire
Arthur Kennedy, John Hodicsi

ment. Ironton ing the Indians are
California with 117.5 t ards per

game. Southern California
and Idaho 108.2.

WILL

PICTURE

ACROSS

offense has averaged 120.5 lards
per game to lead In that depart-

Other

ing the leaders are Howard Willis
Irish.
Ph 25 completions in

From Seattle"

"Reatjaspals

The Trojans are the rushing
leaders with a 236-yard ganie

THE

Plus this big hill

ate’

Stanford’s
John
Brodie
and kickoff returnsArnett 6 for a 30
Jerry Gustafson lead the passers. yard average; puntingDon GilBrodie has the mcgst completions, key. California. 20 for a 38.5-yard
average;

interceptions
Dick
James. Oregon, 5 for 68 yards. and
punt returngArnett,
12 for a

"SPECIAL DELIVERY"
Joseph Cotton
UNITED

ARTISTS

" BLOOD ALLEY "
JOHN WAYNE

A

LAUREN RACAll.

19 3-yard average
- Alto "DOUBLE

CLASSIFIED ADS

CLEVELAND, Oct. 26 (UP)
high jump, 33-8 in the shot put,
General manager Hank Greenand 21-4 In the broad jump. Hocks
berg today described the acquihas done a 10.9 century, 5-8 in the
sition
of
slick-fielding
Chico
high jump, 38-4 in the shot, and
Busby in
Carrasquel sold Jim
20-9 in the broad jump. Contestexchange for slugger Larry Doby
ants in the fall pentathalon are
as "only rotund one" in his efforts
required to wear tennis shoes. and
to strengthen the Cleveland Inthus the marks are below the perthing
dians.
formers’ usual standards
561 S. 7th St.
"We don’t have anything on the
fire
now hut we’re going

JEOPARDY’

CALIFORNIA
"THE NIGHT OF THE HUNTER"
Robert

FOR RENT

Student

can tutor Russian lan
iguage. Reasonable. Also will buy
monthevery. stamp collections, CY7-5320 after

Rooms- -525 a
including kitchen privileges
Roomsmen, kitchen privileges

right back to work this morning,"
private parking, right across street
Greenberg said. "We realized we
from campus. Call anytimeC113
had to do something drastic but
41130.
we felt we had to make the im-

provement we did."
clean room
campus interviews have 9 for interviews. They are interThe first major trade of the
announced by Dr. Edward ’ ested in any U. S. citizen who is a winter season apparently solved Innerspring. kitchen, home privilN
W. Clements, Placement Officer, college graduate in any major for five-year old problems for both eges.
within the next two weeks.
federal service entrance examina- the Indians and Chicago White 5th St after 5
Representatives form the US. tions for management internships Sox.
The Indians have been
Naval Ordnance Test Station In- and agricultural and related fields. searching in vain for a first-rate
kitchen
yokern, at China Lake will be at
shortstop
since
Lou privileges. fraternity row. 3 yacan
Pacific Tel. and Tel. Co. of San defence
the campus Nov. 1 from 9 a.m.
in 1950, while cies. Phone C12-5785.
Francisco will be on campus Nov. Boudreau left them
10 12 noon for interviews. They
looking
9 and 10 from 9 a.m. until 5 p.m. the White Sox have been
for five men student.
.Ire interested in electronic, electriInterviews are offered for enal- for a slugger of Doby’s caliber
cal, mechanical, industrial, chemiGus Includes kitchen privileges. John
neciing and traffic positions with since the same year when
S 9th St.
cal
and plastic
engineers
and
homers for them. stone Hall, 599
emphasis on management train- Zerinial hit 29
luathematicians.
staticians
and ing. Graduates
Greenberg’s forthright concesone single and
or alumni with maphysicists.
likely one double $20 and $25 a month
jors in business administration, sion that more deals are
Prospective degrees of BS. MS.
as a hint that 132 N. 5th St.
was
interpreted
social
science, public
relations,
BA or MA or PhD will be needed
Avila
economics, industrial relations and second-baseman it
for the jobs.
,
included in a trade
with college man
electrical,
mechanical and
civil may also be
Acrojet General Co. of Sacrato strengthen the team defensive- $25 and garage 475 S. 15th Si
engineers are urged to attend.
asento will have representatives
ly. Avila hit only 7276 this year
North American Aviation Inc.,
on campus Nov. 3 from 10 a.m.
1954 A.
L.
after Winning the
to 4:30 p.m. Interviews with me- of Los Angeles will be on campus batting title with a .341 mark and
, hanical and electrical engineers from 9 a.m. until 4:30 p.m. for in- is regarded as a poor pivotman
good shape.
Mechanical. electrical, on double plays.
with prospective
MS de- terviews.
electronic, aeronautical, chemical,
grees arc offered.
yesterday’s
deal
for
Thus,
On Nov. $ front
5 metallurgical, civil. general and Carrasqual was regarded in many
$80, 99 E. Julian, Apar,
p.m.
Ra- industrial engineering plus phyai- baseball quarters as "Only half ment A between 5-10 p.m.
diation
of Livermore casts with prospective degrees are the job" of
will
with pros- urged to he at the interviews.
alongside defensive lines.
To apply for any of the positions
Carrasqual. 3 27-year-Old nathe 12th persons must sign up for inter- tive of Caracas, Venezuela,
is
two fellows to Oar .

Man to share large,

new

Infos

STEWARI
rRACE
KEW(
- PUSS -

lest

and in punt returns.

30 out of 60 attempts, while Gustafson has 26 in 49 tries. Follow-

11 Sal

"REAR WINDOW "

Bill

Pressing Arnett for total ofcross country attractions of the fense honors are Joe Frans’s of
yearthe SJS Invitational to be Oregon State with 568 yards and
John
Ornalez,
varsity
high
’run on the Spartan course. All Sam Brown of UCLA with 565:
Jumper. continues to lead the SJS
the schools in northern Califor- Brown. the Bruins’ brilliant sinone of northern California’s

while

Wed, nuts, Fri.

kies have held ()moments to an
average of 216 7 yards per con

Mitehorn
plus

"SEVEN ANGRY MEN’’

7.

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
" FEMALE ON THE
BEACH"
AND "

SCARLET COAT"

desk. $23 a month. 277
p.m.

MAYFAIR
"FEMALE ON THE BEACH
Joao Crawford

a Jeff Chord,.

I

WE’RE NO ANGELS
Humph/4.y

Bogart it

raids

01

Lou’s Village

Rooms for girls with

ro

Unbelievable

Sunny rooms

Special Dinners

$1.50

Rooms for men,

includes entre, salad,
coffee, dessert
1465 W

Room to share

LUCKY’S

COACH

The

Job Mart
Six
been

Frames in Every
STY! E
COI OR
SHAN-

4

rikht

SET .. .

FLATTER YOUR
APPEARANCE

1-

F

USC’s Arnett Leads
Coast Conference
LOS

Up in Palo Alto, Stanford coach thalon still has time to run all the
Chuck Taylor is

although

at:

SJS varsity

team enters its second meet of the

zan said yesterday. The coaches ed 30 out of 60 passes. and ClnstM’also have been employing a quick son has 26 out of 49.
whistle to prevent further injury
his back. Teresa has done no
cork on defense.

participated

PATRONIZE YOUR
ADVERTISERS

Tht

ULM

of California is the leading pass reSpartan defenses will get their first outing the Spartan dis- today pointed at Pacific Coast
Conference statistics to support
ceiver with 17 reception.; for
a real workout Saturday, for they tance men %yapped Stanford, 27209 yards. End John Stewart of
will face the top passer runner 32. for the second year in a row; their case.
Arnett, the fleet-footed Troand passer in the Pacific Coast therefore, they can expect their
jan
junior, tops the PCC in four
team statistics, the UniverConference in the Indians’ Bill stiffest competition tomorrow to
departments and is second in an- sity of Southern California leads
Tarr and John Brodie. In addition come from the Indians.
other,
statistics
.
from
the
comon
offense
while
Washington
alternate
Stanford
quarterback
Coach Bud Winter said yesterwith the team this week, but his Gustafson Is second in passing. day that his blue shirts are show- missioner’s office revealed.
topped PCC clubs on defense.
Arnett is the
activity has been limited to hand- Tarr has gained 500 yards in six ing great improvement, especially
Southern California has averaged
with 76 prints. tope In
ing off the ball, coach Bob Bron- games, while Brodie has complet- Milano LudloW, H’erb Sfockehan
365.0 yards a game
the Hus-

cog in

Unit.

able to start against Stanford_

JOE

Stiff Competition
Face SJS Harriers

hOuriea. but the seriousness of
the injuries has not been

mined.

RH

STAN BEASLEY

Son Carlos St

FOR SALE

’47 Olds "6",
C1’4-2439.
Plano,

BS or

1 p.m. until
representatives from the
IAboratory
hold interviews
Pective electronic engineers.
’Representatives from
U. S. Civil Service Region of San
F’raneisco will be on campus Nov
It from 9 am. t
440 pm. and

PRICES YOU LIKE

streamlining the In-

dians

WANTED

Wanted.

views, pick up applications if re- generally regarded as the mast new apartment right off campti,
msested in the Placement Office. spectacular
although some- $30
month including utilitirRoom Ion in the Administration times erratic
defensive shortat 329 S 6th St Apart
from 9 2.m until 12 noon on Nov. 11thid
stop in the majors.

per
See Ted
meat 3 or call CY7-1388.

tO BUE’S MARKET
FREE DELIVERY
Where Quality Meets Prices From Forms to You

1441 Almada,

a

CT. 2-3344
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1Scholastic Group
Sponsor Series
Set rioOf Education
Talks

SPARTAN DMLY

Date Change
On Revelries Run

Mail Box Check

SDX, ’30’ Club Joint
Meeting Tonight
To Feature Movie

Egyptian Education
Director Visits SJS

La Torre Urge’ all organiaalions to check their mail NM%
in the Student Vision for important letters from LA Torre
and answer the letters ImmeTau Delta Phi, men’s honorary diately.
A movie with Jack Webb showA quick bit at EitYld whirled high school now has its ON1:11 govscholastic fraternity, will sponThe
’students must ing how he made the
sor a series of speakers on the re-sign following
through
the San Jose campus ernment, run entirely by the stufor 14 Torre pictures; Lion picture, Pete Kelley’s Blues
Members of the Revelries Board felt publicity would have more topic of education, culminating Anil 14’ Karon. Barbara itentles. will highlight the joint "30" club, Tuesday in the form of Abdel dent, with "unseen guidance of
met recently and agreed on a pro- effect with the divided groups of in a summary session, Dec. 14, ac- Henry Ramp and Eugene Na- women’s journalism organization, Aziz Elsayed, guest of the State te principal."
and Sigma Delta Chi. national Department for a three month
posal to hold next year’s Revelries performances. lie stated that the cording to Bob llipkiss, grand tion.
The talks will be
These studious are asked to ! journalism fraternity social to- visit in
production on two successive publicity for the production is magistrate.
LOOK, Students!
the United States.
, night at 7:30 o’clock at the home!
weekends rather than for a full planned to cover the whole Bay given at 7:30 p.m. in the Tower, sign on the late photo list.
of Jim Eggert, 470 S. 11th St.
week as in the past. The Proposal Area and that it would probably and all members. faculty and stuAbdel, assistant director in the
The affair offers new journalism
which is to receive consideration be easier for people around the dents are invited to attend.
4IEW I/TE
Opening the series on Nov. 9
students the opporunity of meet- Ministry of Education in Cairo,
by the Dean’s Committee. would area to come down on weekends.
,
Mg other members in the depart- was taken on a tour of the school.
change the show’s presentation
NI:A, meeting of tile board is will be [Jr . Arturo B. Follies), proby
ment,
Lowell Pratt, public relations
dates from May 6-12 to May 10, scheduled for Monday. Nov. 7 at fessor of philosophy, who will
An outline of the purposes of the officer, before leaving to visit
11, 12, 17. 18 and 19.
430 p.m. in the office of Ted Bat- speak on "Education and Existtwo organizations along with pro- other parts of the country. Last
Jun Kason, who introduced the goos.en, Revelries Board faculty ence." Dr. Faille has just cornpleted
cedures
for joining will be pre- stop before leaving for home Nov.
a study of the place of
proposal, said the divided sched- ad. ieer.
philosophy in education.
ule of performances would give
lir
Robert Patterson, af the sented.
-19 will be Syracuse University.
the cast and produetion crew a rest
I SJS president Dr. John T. Science Department, will speaki The "30" club is attempting
Old Shoes Made To
this
t
become
ff1*.
Asked what impressed him most
between performances. It al-,
Wahlquist will speak on "Edu- on "Tossing Out Your Religion,"I
a
women’s
national
journalism
about
American
colleges
and
uniLook Like New
would offer a chance to ma !
cation from the Point of View of tonight at 7 o’clock in the Student’
sorority.
versities, he said, "It is so Im- Stitching, resoleing and dyeminor changes and correc
the Administration" on Nov. 16.
He added that the changes
Dr. Albert J. Castro. associate Y. The program is being spun- I The SJS chapter of Sigma Delta , pressive the way schools are ing done by a shoemaker who
eliminate Sunday dress 1,
professor of chemistry, will talk sored by the Canterbury Club, ac- Chl, national journalism frater- !built, the way they are equipped. takes pride in his work. All
sals which could be chas...
Oil Nov. 23. his topic has not been cording to Judy Allen, publicity nity came into existence last year I wonder If you students appre- repairs guaranteed
after the organization’s petition ciate what you have"
Monday, Tuesday or Westra -aas
decide J.
chairman.
Service While You Wait
to the national headquarters In
prior to the performances.
A fourth speaker for DecemAnother facet of our life which
Ghosts
and
have
t.iacti
An
open
discussion
will
follow
Illinois was accepted. The chapwitches
The board agreed that the new
ber 7 has not been determined.
Abdel was the number
schedule would not conflict with, up residence in the Music Build- Then. on Dec. 14. a discussion ses- Dr. Patterson’s talk. The topic ter sponsors its annual Deadline. amazed
of students who work while in
school activities during the week: ing showcase of Phi Mu Alpha. sion will be held summing up the pertains to the child stage of re- -Dinner event each spring.
school. Egyptian people don’t
and Would allow student.: more national music fraternity. an- series of talks.
ligion versus the adult stage.
work for money while sning ti
bouncing a buffet supper to be opportunity to see tits. show
school, he said. However, many
COURTESY AND SERVICE
Barney McCarthy said that he held in conjunction with Mu Phi ’
students do give their time freely
Epsilon. national music sorority,’
73 E. SAN FERNANDO
to help in community activities.
Friday at 6:30 P.m.
One block WrO of Campus
Egyptian
schools
are
working
Iletwean Secnd and Thifd
All members of these groops
to
develop
student
government.
Phone CY. 5-9705
I have been invited to the supper
Abdul
said.
At
least
one
senior
which will be held at the home
three foot Mir. 10 Iles hails
By Jean Isenberg
from Cueismoliga Into the right
of Ron Ehlers. 1159 Gould St., 1 peered fearfully into
Various members of the Library
spot for the Spartans
Santa Clara. Special guests for
he new giuird
staff have been attending the
A dinner was held Monday the occasion will be the music tom whatchamacallit of the
as
they
huddle
hack
on
their
library wing the other day. It oss n . . . etc.
California Library Assn. convennight for all foreign students at faculty and their families.
looks like an excellent examp’.
tion being held this week at the
the First Methodist Church in honThe theme for this event is of
Tile main thing that seems to
a
psychology
professor’s
cosClaire Hotel. Among those
Cutlets-85c
or of the tenth annlversary of the The Ride of the Broomsticks."
You will find
be going on in most of the partly St.
ception
of
a
maze.
I
really
felt
,
attended yesterday were
United Nations.
a take-off on Wagner’s opera, like a rat in one, maze I mean. completed buildings is pouring who
the
finest
Breaded
Veal
Miss Barbara Wood. Arts ReadTwenty -eight organizations "The Ride of the Walkuries."
Did you know that the ceilings ! or getting ready to pour concrete. ing Room. Miss Dora Smith,
sponsored the students that atasked the foreman for a part Head of the library Department,
food
Large bottle
for the new buildings are held
tended the dinner. The commemoop by wire’
walked into the time job . . . used to be pretty Rober t Greenwood, and Miss
rative affair was inspired and iniat
of Milk
good
at
mudpies.
maze of lumber braces, bumped
Sammonds.
tiated by the Santa Clara Count.,
The %vas, they get the concrete Elizabeth
Ill)’
head
a
couple
of
times
and
ASSOCI:,
According
to
Joyce
Backus,
ARCHIE’S
10c
Chapters of the American
at down upon the ground-like into hard-to-get-at places is by head librarian, all of the staff
N.,tire
,T1 for the l’n
hose.
When
you
water
the
lawn
ƒ
a
Dating oill he the subject floor. Gee, what a great place to tonight make sure that its water that can possibly be spared are
545 South Second
7 A.M. to 9 P.M.
CY. 5-9897
of a new interest group planned film a movie . . . in a half fin- Your getting and not the makings attending the annual conference.
hs the Student V for 3:30 p.m. ished building with the hero and ’ for the bottom slab (floor) of the Some are attending the morning
meetings and others the afternoon
today. according to Diane Suhr, the villain crawling over the place. ! science wing.
COSTUME
As I sat in the silence I tried ,
sessions.
publicity chairman.
to visualize that by next June the
"We have to maintain the
JEWELRY
The topic for todas will he place will be overflowing with
Atedule," Miss Backus said.
Whs Date?" Mrs. Delsa Walton many heroes and heroine, and
Since the convention is being
icn youl
will he the guest speaker. she villainous instructors all carryFriday will be the deadline for held in San Jose, several visitors
Immediate Service
is the housemother of Walton ing books.
purchasing tickets to the Veterans have been on campus. including
by Well.Trained Student.,
Shave
Hal lOween Party
11411. a mother of five children, I Ever watched a carpenter ham- Club fall dinner party Saturday, Gordon Martin, former staff
24 Chairs . . . No Waiting
and an active member of the ; mer a nail. The one I watched 8 p.m. at Ilavenly Foods, Bay- member of the reference room
25c
San Jose Ward of Latter Day hammered a couple of blows, shore and Julian streets.
At the present tinse he Is on the
Saints Church.
!pulled a sliver out of his hand
Tickets will be on sale in the staff of the library at the Riveris teeth, cursed, picked up Outer Quad. Price is $1.75 per side Branch of the University or
Connie Groppe is the chair- with
The School With the National Reputation
a sledge hammer and furiously person. All veterans on campus, California. Other visitors were
man for todas’a meeting.
drove a stake into the ground whether they are club members Howard Wells of the California
41 WEST SAN FERNANDO
mosied over to the new gym or not, are invited to attend. ac- Polytechnic library and Edwin
5 minute: walk from S J S.
Open 8 to 6 Mondal, thrii Sot.
wing and found that this crew cording to Harry Sage, club presi- Coleman, also of the Riverside
Meat to Sec.’s Candies)
has worked 93 days without an dent.
staff.
accident. That reminds; me, 1
10 E SAN FERNANDO
knew a man once that had his
RiONOV 15.401
:irm cut off in an accident but
s& H Cireen Stamps
kept working with the other
so as not to spoil the company’s
Mrs.. Doris K. Edgar, head of perfect accident record. Can’t
teacher placement, and Dr. Ed- you just see it’ What a riot. with
Expert
ward W. Clements, head of the the blood streaming down his
I()NDON Get. 26 (UP) ---The "a reit:amiable church does not
Placement Office, will attend a stump (I’m lying of course.)
Times of London said today Prin. !change its teaching every few minThis
new
gym-wing
is
going
luncheon
of
the
California
Juto
watch
eess Margaret would he "irrevoc- utes."
nior College Assn. at noon to- be quite the thing. Locker rooms, ably disqualified" from carrying
The Times said the matter is.
at Rickey’s Studio Inn, in a trophy room, offices. boxing out her royal duties if she mar- "in the last resort, one to be deRepair day
and judo gyms . . . Man I’m go- ried divorced Peter Townsend. ’ termined solely by Princess MarPalo Alto.
ing out for sports.
The influential newspaper end- garet’s conscience."
At the annual fall conference
But it pointed out sternly that
ed its long editorial silence with
Come in and
Mrs. Edgar and Dr. Cleinents hope
,tern comment on Margaret’s ro- . "the Queen’s sister married to a
to make contacts with the adlet Ernie -the
mance with the handsome Royal divorced man (even though the
ministrators from the many juWatchmaker innocent party) would be irrevocAir Force Group Captain.
nior colleges in the state for Its
_If_Margamt and Townsend de- ably disqualified from playing her
fix your ticker.
tore employment for SJS gradsided on marriage, it said, -the part in the essential royal funcuates.
Original compositiona for two Princess will be entering into a tion a part. be it said, which she
Last ueek Mrs Edgar attended keyboards will be played at to- union which vast numbers of her has hitherto played with the utmost
a meeting of high school admin. day’s faculty recital at 11:30 p.m. sister’s people. all sincerely anx- charm and devotion
"On the other hand, the royal
istrators in San Diego to seek in the Concert Hall of the Music ious for her lifelong happiness,
" Skill with a Smile ’
future jobs for teacher graduates. I Building. Piano ducts written by can not in all conscience regard as service to the people would lose
most of its grace if it were felt to
This is one of the best methods Couperin and English virginalists a marriage.’
S99 SO. ith SIRELT
’a line up future jobs, Mrs. Ed- , will be played by Patrick and
Opposition of the Church of he conscript service; nor can rep_ r rets!rted
Doris Mcierotto.
England to remarriage of divorced resentation of the people’s unity
The faculty recitals are given persons, even innocent parties to be sustained with a divided heart.
very Tuesday and Thursday at divorce, was reaffirmed by Dr. " "If the Princess finally decides.
II:30 p.m. in connection with the Geoffrey Fisher, Archbishop of with all the anxious deliberation
she has given to her
"-;tirvey of Music Literature coun.e. Canterbury, who pointsd out that that clearly
problem, that she is unable to
students and faculty MUT,
make the sacrifice involved in her
’al’s are invited to attend.
sontinued dedication to her inThese recitals are given so t!.:
herited part, then he as a right
may hear good IMINie
to lay down a burden that is too
ostead of on record according I
for her," the Times said.
Patrick Melerotto, mu: i intructor.
members of the Ski
’hub traveled to Iceland in Her’
kelry Tuesday night for the year’s
1
firet ice skating nartY.
"The trip presented uncotintThe San Jose State Library is
Ale laughs as the novice skiers
ice skate out- still expanding. Among some of
I
0 ’,helm,: fasu’l. who knew how to
more
advanced
the
newest arrivals arc books
the
held e tea for home economics numbered
Personalized Service for
by two well-known Americans.
majors Tuesday in the student . skiers who could not skate. ConFrom Louis Arm-strong comes
sequently. the laughs were oil the
San Jose State Students
cafeteria.
The senior majors acted as hosts !shoosh-booniers who are itnpa- , a new (Inc entitled "Satehmo: My
;:nows to Life in New Orleans," which may
I,) the freshmen and new trans- tiently waiting for the
A stind-out in any crowd
he in their ele- be found in the Arts slacks.
fer home economies: majors The fly so they can
you in the soft elegance of
Rocky
Ansel.
pubGeorge
Lichty.
cartoonist
of
menta,"
said
tea ssaa planned on a get acAND
?Icily chairman for the club.
"Grin and Bear It" has put. out. a
a lambs wool sweater! Cfort,
quainted theme
"Another party is planned for book by the same name, it can
Dr. Margaret Jones, head of the
good-looks,
and warmth are
DRY
he found in the Arts stacks
II a m e Ec011ofeuep Department. a later date." he continued
blended to perfection in this
cards
may
still
he
In
thc
literature
stacks.
Member.hip
poured
the
tea
for guests.
CA5H & CARRY DISCOUNT
campus favorite from Roos.
The setting was deeorated in purchased in the Graduate Mana "Flowers of Evil" has recently
722 - 726 Almaden Ave.
CV. 3 8668
.oitumn colors which gate a fall gers Office or at the nest Ski arrived. it is by the Frenchman
the populAr roll V-neck and in
Club
meeting
to
be
held
Nov.
1,,
Charles
Baudelaire.
n.ivor to II). tea part.
colors that charm. Just 11.95,.
For the sports minded. Georg
.it. 730 p.m. in Room 5112. The
Prise of the memberships is $3. Hans has written "Modern Ski
Systems," it is on the same floor
as the others mentioned.
iln\N SFRVINC;
A ;.pci.ial problems class in inIrving stone’s "I.ove is Eternal"
lion] ha: recently been acquired, ancl
truction about class-room animals
Menlo -Atherton nigh
SATURDAY BREAKFAST
brine planned for next bellies- graduate. attending San Jose for those of you who find San
’cr. ;wenn-ling to Dr Ralph A. State have been invited to M-As Fraticisco confusinc, Helen AirsSmith. profess,,r of zoology and , first . homecoming Friday night., hamsen has in the library her
h "Complete Guide to San Franeduation.
according In a spokesman for te
Peakloos
Hot & Cold Sandwiches
aisco and the Bay Aria."
The class will be primarily for :school.
.tuaents going into teaching and
Activities will include the foot- . These are just a few of the
SPECIAL
Sandwiches To Go 15c
for teachers to teach them how to ball game Avith Sequoia at Red- new hooks, there are hundreds
FIRST AT SANTA CLARA
.’mulate interest in the animals wood City, presentation of a more, plus hew periodicals.
hich are studied In the class- homecoming queen and float at
The books rangt from the Arts
SEE YOUR ROOS REPRESENTATIVES:
rooms. The class will he limited halftime and a dance at Burss to Children’s Books, and the Ii9th & San Antonio
Open Week Days 7 a m. - 10 p.m.
brary gets new Ilea everyday.
to 25 students, Dr. Smith said.
G) ill following the game,
KAREN McOUADE, SARAH RHINEHARDT

Patterson To Give
Talk at ’Y’ Tonight

Music Clubs Plan
Halloween Party

San Fernando Shoe
Repair Shop

Growing Pains

Foreign Students
Honored at Dinner

Library Employe
Attending Confab

ARCHIE’S STEAK

HOUSE

Student Y To Meet

Ducat Sale Closing

GET A FLAT-TOP
BETWEEN CLASSES

50’

Moler Barber College

TROPICAL ART
SHOP

Two SJS Personnel
To Attend Luncheon

London Times Offers Stern Comment
On Princess Margaret’s Love Affair

Recital To Feature
Piano Duets Today

BENEL’S
IS COMING
TO

San Jose State

Ski Club Sponsors
ce Skating Party ,,,,,vy
rffiyri:
.._ ,
SJS Library Adds
Home Ec Holds Fall
More Arts Volumes
Student-Faculty Tea
:.nts

GUESS WHO’S WEARING
A ROOS LAMBS WOOL
SWEATER!

TROY LAUNDRY
CLEANING

New Class Planned

Mento-Atherton

KtrfrO 154441

T111,, PIGPEN

